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Failure to Address Noise levels at Villas.  In spite of the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency’s EAW comment stating that the noise pollution levels at the villas 
must comply with Minnesota regulations, the new study does not even model 
decibels at the villas.  However, the villas remain a component of the overall project 
and are a part of the software model as a noise barrier.  Based on interpolation of 
the modeling in the report, the noise level at the villas would exceed the regulations 
substantially.  The County is obligated, by statute, to deny permits to a project that 
will exceed noise pollution regulations.   
 
No Analysis by a Qualified Sound Engineer of the Race Track Operations. One 
of my major concerns with the EAW and Revised "Modeling Reports" for the 
racetrack is the lack of any meaningful analysis by a Board-Certified Sound Engineer 
certified by the Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the USA (INCE-USA) or a 
trained sound engineer with sufficient experience. Such expertise would be able to 
bring to bear a greater understanding of the appropriate mitigations, project design 
elements and operational limitations that would effectuate a much more meaningful 
solution for project as complicated as this around noise issues. Again, Wenck fails to 
provide the background to the one suggesting the varying mitigations to the 
racetrack which is a significant deficit to the development of sound mitigation. As a 
result the County policymakers and neighboring landowners can have no level of 
confidence that suggested mitigations will ensure compliance with the noise 
standards.  

How can one be confident that the placement of the three-story berm/wall 
complexes are appropriate or any of the other sound mitigations employed? How 
can one be confident that all the manipulation of the modeling input data is 
appropriate? There are several other things that a sound engineer who is 
appropriately qualified could provide you and the Commissioners. Obviously the 
developer understands this in that they did hire an individual to do the concert 
venue study who actually has had experience in the area of concert venues. 

No Analysis of the L10 Standard. Failure to analyze the L10 standard, one-half of 
the noise standard, is by far the most glaring omission. One cannot make any real 
analysis or take reasonable steps to avoid establishing a facility that will be in 
violation of the noise standards upon its operation without this data. Proceeding 
without it would be a fundamental mistake in violation of the Rice County adopted 
state noise standards. (County ordinance 506.06 (F) and MN Rules 7030.0030)  

Apparently whoever did this modeling either is intentionally being deceptive or 
does not understand how the Rice County adopted standards work. They state on 
page 2-1: 

"Wolf Creek Autobahn will only be operating during daytime hours and could 
potentially be in constant operation depending on the schedule of course 
events. Therefore, the NCA 1 daytime L50 limit of 60 dBA will be considered the 
noise limit for the project." 
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Apparently this is the modeler's justification for not doing the L10 modeling. No 
knowledgeable or qualified sound expert would ever make this assertion. The 
interplay of the L10 and L50 standards is fundamental and crucial in protecting Rice 
County citizens from noise pollution. 
 
During the one-hour period of monitoring, daytime noise levels cannot exceed 65 
dBA for more than 10 percent of the time (six minutes) and cannot exceed 60 dBA 
more than 50 percent of the time (30 minutes). Therefore, this means the noise 
exceedances could be 66 dBA for 7 minutes and still meet the L50 standard, but 
would violate the L10 portion of the standards. The best way to think about this is 
that you have a factory that has a constant and pretty regular noise level. That type 
of facility has to worry most about the L50 standard and would likely not have to 
worry so much about the L10 standard. Alternatively if you have a facility that has 
sudden bursts of noise like gun ranges, cars screeching around a race track corner, 
squealing tires on a skid track or vehicles crashing into each other will be the 
activities the L10 standard is meant to measure to protect neighbors from noise 
pollution. 
 
The modeler may attempt to claim that L10 would not be affected because their 
"conservative measurements" assumed full power of the engine through all 
segments of the course. Unfortunately, what they don’t highlight is they did not 
measure the other noises created by a vehicle moving through the course, such as 
breaking, skidding or engine revving. (Page 3-1 Noise Modeling Report-Revised 1) 
 
Therefore, the model they designed is treating the facility more like it is a constantly 
running factory and not recognizing the significant sound changes that could move 
through a race course. The kind of sound changes that the L10 standard would 
measure. The expert they hired for the concert venue, who has actual operational 
experience in concert sound issues, understood the importance of measuring both 
elements of the standard by in fact modeling both the L50 and L10 standard for the 
concert venue.  Interestingly, this expert stated on page one of his report: 
 

“The L10 level, which has been shown to accurately reflect traffic noise along 
highways, is used in this report to determine compliance.” (Concert Sound 
Assessment page 1) 

 
Failure to Appropriately Account for the Background Noise Impact. One of the 
serious defects to the EAW noise study was a failure to perform a background noise 
analysis. Any facility being built under the Rice County state adopted noise 
standards must factor in the cumulative effect of background noise with the noise 
emanating from their proposed facility to determine if it exceeded either the L10 
and L50 standards. Such a background noise study was then done in September, but 
in their October Modeling Report, Wenck fails to effectively apply it to the 
operational impacts as assessed. 
 
On page 4-4 of the report it clearly states: 
 

"The L50 and L10 results for the monitoring period were 56.0 dBA and 59.4 
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dBA, respectively. Based on the 56.0 dBA background, it would take an 
additional 57.8 dBA of noise at the NSA to reach the 60 dBA L50 noise limit at 
an NSA. The table below shows the difference between proposed lap count 
limits with the 57.8 dBA ‘limit’ that takes into account background noise and 
60 dBA limits for the same track configuration." (Emphasis added) 

Then they provide the curious table of 4.5.1 without really any explanation of what 
it means: 

 
 
The above quoted paragraph means that any of the previous noise modeling at a 
particular NSA for noise created only by the track operation that is 57.8 dBA would 
now cause a violation of the L50 standard as a result of the track noise being 
combined only with the background noise. If they were to accurately apply the data 
to the "Initial Model" you should now have L50 violations at NSA-1, NSA-4, and NSA-
9.  In above the Table 4.5-2  notice how the "Background Corrected" row 
mysteriously shows all NSAs within the L50 noise adjusted dBA limit of 57.8. This is 
simple manipulation of numbers without any explanation to arrive at a result. Note 
under the “Hourly Lap Count" column they adjust downward from 50 to 30 the 
“Track 1 103dBA" number of laps. Given less cars on the track the noise levels 
obviously will go down - hardly the “same”configuration. 

Instead of accurately showing the impacts of the background noise on neighboring 
properties or justifying this slight-of-hand manipulation of data they go back to 
claiming that the modeling is "based on conservative assumptions" and that "normal 
track operations will likely be 30-40 minutes per hour at most". There is no 
indication anywhere that this is going to be the "likely" operation of the facility all 
the time. The noise standards need to be met all the time and not just during times 
of unsubstantiated "likely" operational parameters.  

One needs to unravel the absurdities of the statements at the end of page 4-4 of the 
modeling report to see that it doesn't support Wenck’s conclusion. First, if the 
“likely” operation is only to be 30 minutes, then the course would never be in 
violation of the L50 standards. The statement is simply just absurd. If the cars only 
run for 30 minutes on and then 30 minutes off, that means there's only background 
noise for 30 minutes and they can make the noise of a jet engine taking off for the 
other 30 minutes and never violate the L50 standard. Thankfully our PCA was 
clearly aware of this potential loophole and created the L10 standard. More proof 
why the lack of the L10 standard data is a horrific glaring omission that provides the 
County significantly tainted information in establishing appropriate mitigations. 

Second, Wenck inexplicably completely ignores the data they collected of the 
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background noise and fails to incorporate that in their analysis while drawing the 
conclusion: 

“The operating scenarios described in Table 4.3-1 should be included in the 
Noise Mitigation Plan and treated as operating restrictions until such time as 
Wolf Creek Autobahn can demonstrate compliance with the 60 dBA limit at the 
NSAs with field measured data.”  

If one were to appropriately apply the background noise with the track noise data 
where the new L50 dBA from the track cannot exceed 57.8, then every single track 
scenario in Table 4.3-1 would clearly without question exceed the Rice County 
adopted state noise standards. In order to get these particular "operating scenarios" 
under the noise standard in their modeling they already had to do significant 
manipulation of the "hourly lap counts”. Nonetheless, when you appropriately apply 
the background noise to these already manipulated lap counts, over 43% of the 
NSAs measured in Table 4.3-1 would now have exceeded the noise standard. 

Third, the manipulation of the "hourly lap counts” is particular problematic. There is 
no clear description as to what these lap counts mean in real operational use. One 
can only make some basic assumptions, but without the average speed of a vehicle 
over a particular course and how many laps is anticipated they would do on that 
particular course within an hour, one is left only to do some rudimentary 
assumptions. Porsche brags that their top 5 "street legal" vehicles all have top-end 
speeds over 200 mph with the highest at 214 mph. 
 
https://www.motorauthority.com/news/1120823_porsche-counts-down-its-top-5-
fastest-street-legal-cars 
 
Recently, it was reported that Porsche set a record in a competition of "street legal" 
vehicles Porsche setting the one lap record at the 12.9 mile Nordschleife road course 
averaging 116.22 mph.  
 
https://www.roadandtrack.com/new-cars/a24524341/porsche-911-gt2-rs-
nurburgring-manthey-racing/ 
 
I fully understand that the vehicles here will not be traveling at this "record" speed, 
but given the lack of full disclosure of what makes up the inputs for the "hourly lap 
count" we're left doing some basic assumptions. To put it in context, the record-
setting Porsche traveling at this speed would exceed the 30 "hourly lap count" noted 
for Track 1 in Table 4.5-2 above by itself.   
 
Comparatively, two vehicles traveling at an average speed of 56 mph would exceed 
the 30 "hourly lap count" on that same track configuration. I'm willing to bet my 
minivan can traverse this 3.71 mile road course at an average speed of 56 mph. So 
for assumption’s sake, if one takes the average between my minivan and the 
Porsche, one arrives at a "conservative" assumption that these street legal high-
powered sports cars could do the 3.71 mile track at an average lap speed of 86 mph. 
Per Track 1 that would mean only two cars would absorb most of the 50 "hourly lap 

https://www.motorauthority.com/news/1120823_porsche-counts-down-its-top-5-fastest-street-legal-cars
https://www.motorauthority.com/news/1120823_porsche-counts-down-its-top-5-fastest-street-legal-cars
https://www.roadandtrack.com/new-cars/a24524341/porsche-911-gt2-rs-nurburgring-manthey-racing/
https://www.roadandtrack.com/new-cars/a24524341/porsche-911-gt2-rs-nurburgring-manthey-racing/
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count" with only a third vehicle being on the track for a very limited period of time 
in order to meet the "operating scenario".   
 
If there were only 30 "hourly lap counts" and the same 86 mile averaged lap vehicle, 
the result would be one vehicle on the track for most of that hour again with only 
very limited overlap of a second car on the track to stay within that operation 
scenario. The developer needs to be more forthcoming on what these "operating 
scenarios" mean in real lap time and must accept the fact that they have to 
appropriately apply the background standards. Therefore, all of the data and tables 
need to be redone to fully recognize the background impacts. 
 
Finally, one of the major critiques to the Concert Sound Assessment is its failure to 
take into account the background noise impacts. It does provide a well laid out 
conservative approach to measuring the venues impact, but in order to determine 
compliance with the noise standards it must determine the cumulative impact of 
both the concert noise and the background noise. Therefore, Dr. Braslau needs to 
provide updated data accounting for the background noise. 
 
Continued use of an Inappropriate Ground Factor Modeling Input. Wenck 
claims they use conservative modeling, but in reality they have skewed all of the 
data in favor of the developer by using an inappropriate "ground factor". The 
modeling conducted was done so using the well-known ISO 9613-2 method. One of 
the most important settings in the model is the 'ground factor' (they called it ground 
hardness). Wenck used a 1.0 ground factor. This is not the setting used by a sound 
engineer applying best practices to arrive at "conservative assumptions". A 
knowledgeable sound engineer would have used 0.5, which will result in higher 
noise levels than what was predicted here. The developer should be required to 
produce a noise study using the more conservative approach of a ground factor of 
0.5. In a recent wind farm docket in front of the PUC, the highly qualified sound 
engineer hired by Wenck to do an actual sound engineering study testified that the 
appropriate noise standard to come up with "conservative assumptions" is 0.5. 
(Freeborn Wind, Minnesota PUC Docket No. 17-410). 
 
Skid Track Noise Inputs Unsubstantiated by Appropriate Comparisons. In the 
Concert Sound Assessment, the expert hired by Wenck, Dr. David Braslua, identified 
3 different actual noise monitored concert examples to develop his modeling 
predictions. (Page 4) This is an example of an expert using actual experience to 
identify appropriate comparisons to develop a baseline - something that was never 
done in the track noise study for the racecar noise. Wenck started out with a 103 
dBA at 50 feet in the first EAW's study, which I accepted as being justified given 
information found from the Portland Speedway, but again nothing that was ever 
substantiated from someone truly qualified in sound engineering using empirical 
data.  
 
Again, Wenck makes the same glaring error when it establishes a baseline for noise 
for the Skid Pad. On page 3-2 they modeled the estimated sound of an engine at 40 
mph "either at 135 or 138 dBA, which are 100 dBA at 50 feet and 103 dBA at 50 feet, 
respectively." Apparently the only skid pad noise they are studying is the engine 
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noise at a particular speed while on the pad, but it's unclear which standard they're 
applying and what is actually being measured. It does not contemplate that the 
engine may be revving up at higher than actually 40 mph and squealing its tires, as 
most people do when they're on a "skid pad". For the model to be accurate it needs 
to provide the same kind of analysis of skid pads noise at other venues that Dr. 
David Braslua did for concerts in his expert analysis. 
 
Failure to Properly Account for the Additional Noise Multipliers such as 
Additional Traffic Created by the Facility, the RV Park and the Concert Venue. 
Even if one were to assume the best-case scenario for the developer from the Noise 
Modeling Report, the track noise brings this project right to the brink of violating 
the L50 standard. Under very limiting "operating scenarios" Table 4.3-1 shows well 
over half of the NSA predictions being within 3-dBA of the 60 dBA L50 limit for track 
engine noise only. When you add to that the noise multipliers of the background 
noise, additional street traffic created by the facility and commercial property, the 
RV park and possible concert venue activity, this facility will be in violation of the 
noise standard on a regular basis. Certainly not every day, but there will be times it 
will clearly be in violation.  
 
One would assume by putting in a concert venue, they plan on having major 
weekend events. Therefore, claiming that the facility "likely” will not always be 
operating at the modeled "operating scenarios" is irrelevant. Based on experience in 
Portland where the Raceway has to actually pay a neighboring community for 
planned events that they know will exceed the 103 dBA at 50 feet standard on a 
regular basis, one can assume this would likely be the case in Forest Township on a 
fairly regular basis. At times of such promotional events one would expect there to 
be increased traffic, greater use of the RV park, more activity around the commercial 
properties, greater use of the skid pad and greater pressure to run more sports cars 
and go carts beyond the "operating scenarios" used in the study. All of this activity 
multiplied together will easily blow away the minimal 3-dBA margin mentioned 
above. Again, the Rice County adopted state noise standard is not that the developer 
will be in compliance likely most of the time, but rather they're not supposed to 
violate this standard ever.  
 
Conclusion. Therefore, without clearly defined operational standards with 
penalties for violations, ongoing monitoring of noise levels and creation of better 
mitigations this development will, without a doubt, commence operations in 
violation of the Rice County adopted state noise standards. That is exactly why a full 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be ordered in this situation. Lack of a 
well-developed sound strategy guided by appropriately qualified engineering 
experts so that County decision-makers can effectively determine appropriate 
operational limits and mitigations is a fundamental flaw for which an EIS is the exact 
procedure to explore appropriateness of a conditional use permit in this situation. 
 
 


